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ENGINEERING BEYOND CONVENTIONAL THINKING

“More than 150 years of 
combined experience that 
plays an integral part in 
every project.”

ENGINEERING BEYOND CONVENTIONAL THINKING

HOW WE WORK
Our multi-skilled team channels their unique experiences and expertise 
into each project, giving our clients total piece of mind, ensuring them 
that cost, buildability and long-term use of their building is optimised all 
under one roof.
 
Solving clients’ engineering problems in a cost-effective way has always 
been the core focus of .kce. We believe in forming a close partnership 
with every client, gaining a clear understanding of their requirements. 
We then utilise the synergy of the appropriate engineering expertise 
and a skilled design team to come up with a tailor-made solution for the 
client’s project.

 
We endeavour to deliver sustainable projects, resulting in lower 
maintenance and running costs of the client’s building in the long term.
 
Our head office is conveniently located in Midrand (JHB) – servicing 
all our Gauteng-based clients. With permanent offices in Cape Town 
(CPT) and satellite offices in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) and Limpopo, we are 
strategically based to ensure your project is handled efficiently and 
timeously.

TAILOR-MADE 
SOLUTIONS

PARTNERSHIP SYNERGY DESIGN TEAM

CONCEPT, IMPLEMENTATION, COMPLETION

WHO WE ARE
.kce Consulting, previously Knutton Consulting, was founded in 1993 and then rebranded in 2017. The 
company has been operating successfully as .kce Consulting, expanding each year in both skills and size. Simon 
Knutton, with his three decades of experience, oversees every project. Our projects range in size, complexity, 
value and scope, across southern Africa and Africa, extending into the Middle East and the Indian Ocean 
Islands.

Our client list is dominated by developers and contractors who have chosen to use us as a result of our 
innovative and commercial approach to problem-solving. We strive to understand our clients’ needs and apply 
our professional knowledge, always ensuring successful outcomes on all our projects.

.kce is proudly B-BBEE compliant and offers a unique combination of in-house engineering services from a 
skilled design team to on-site personnel, covering all developer aspects, from concept through to completion. 
Our excellent ratio of repeat business is testimony to the consistent quality of the services we provide.



BEYOND CONVENTIONAL THINKING
 
There is nothing too complex or out of the ordinary for .kce. Our “no 
copy and paste” approach ensures every part of each project is reviewed, 
allowing for an optimal design. Our experiences help us incorporate 
buildability and ease of construction into our design, leading to a cost-
efficient solution for our clients. .kce responds to market changes and 
innovates to ensure our clients, the community and the end-user are 
always a priority. 
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RESIDENTIAL
.kce has engineered more than 60 000 housing units across the country, 
comprising high-rise luxury apartments, security enclaves, residential 
developments, four-storey walk-ups, and low-cost housing. .kce has 
received various awards, such as CMA and the African Property Awards.
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
 
.kce applies themselves across all aspects of structural engineering – 
both above and below ground level. Whether it’s reinforced concrete, 
structural steel, timber or load-bearing masonry, each project is looked 
at from scratch – avoiding the “one-size-fits-all” approach. We utilise the 
most up-to-date analytical tools available. Each project is engineered 
with client input – it is also looked at from the perspective of buildability 
to ensure the optimum solution is attained. .kce also offers building 
audits and forensic analysis of existing buildings.
 
We have vast experience in mixed reinforced concrete/precast concrete 
structures, and extensive use of load-bearing brickwork. 

Industrial

Commercial 

Retail

“We offer a unique combination 
of in-house engineering services 
from a skilled design team to 
on-site personnel, covering all 
developer aspects, from concept 
through to completion.”

ENGINEERING BEYOND CONVENTIONAL THINKING



We have done it all and more: 
 
·   Residential
·    Houses to multi-storey, load-bearing brickwork to RC  

and combinations
·   Affordable housing
·   Mixed-use developments
·   Building conversions for student apartments
·   Commercial – reinforced concrete and structural steel
·    Warehouses/industrial – greater than 8 000m² and mini-

warehousing – structural steel and RC
·    Shopping centres – RC, load-bearing brickwork and  

structural steel
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING



CIVIL ENGINEERING
We maintain good working relationships with local authorities and utility 
companies, giving all stakeholders the confidence and peace of mind 
that their project is in the best possible hands. Our services include, 
among others, detailed design, optimisation, value-engineering and 
quantification of all essential civil engineering services, and bulk, detailed 
earthwork designs.

“Whether it’s reinforced concrete, 
structural steel, timber or 
load-bearing masonry, each 
project is looked at from scratch 
– avoiding the ‘one-size-fits-all’ 
approach.”

CONCEPT, IMPLEMENTATION, COMPLETION



• Optimised earthworks for all aspects of civil projects
• Water – ranging from internal reticulation to bulk supply mains and 

pump stations
• Sewer – domestic, commercial and industrial networks, bulk outfalls, 

pump stations and rising mains
• Monitoring – real-time and historic logging and monitoring of existing 

services networks
• Roads – private, municipal and provincial road designs, including 

upgrades and rehabilitation
• Storm water
 – Regional management studies, small dams, township layouts
 –  Optimised attenuation design, including both in-stream and 

conventional storage
 – Erosion control and wetland rehabilitation
 – Regional attenuation

CIVIL ENGINEERING



MIDRAND HQ
T +27 (11) 805-5560/1/2

E info@kce.co.za

Block 3, 1st Floor South, Waterfall Terraces 

Howick Close, Waterfall Park 

Bekker Road 

Midrand

Republic of South Africa

STELLENBOSCH
T +27 (21) 861 4880

E wcape@kce.co.za

1st Floor, Rouxcor House 

37 Market Street 

Stellenbosch 

Western Cape

Republic of South Africa
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GEOTECHNICAL
We handle the full life cycle of the geotechnical investigations, from 
appointing subcontractors to monitoring DPSH tests and assessing test 
pits, ensuring a comprehensive geotechnical report is always compiled. 
This enables us to have a better understanding of the ground condition, 
which assists us in designing unique solutions for every site, saving 
contractors and clients time and money.

The evaluation of the geotechnical conditions of a site comprises two 
distinct aspects – the physical investigation and the interpretation, which 
leads to the most effective founding solution. Whether managing the 
implementation of a study, or the interpretation of the findings of others, 
our approach of thinking ‘outside the box’ ensures optimised solutions 
that are unbiased by commercial products or techniques. 

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

https://kce.co.za/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/-kce
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChOqo6zoPrvovStUWweyBHg
https://www.facebook.com/kce.co.za/

